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Karadi Tales

The Tale of Babban Hajjam
Author: Ira Saxena
Illustrator: Mayukh Ghosh
Language: English
ISBN: 978-81-9338-892-1
Babban Hajjam is curious to know why barbers who go to
the palace to give the king a haircut never return. When it is
his turn to be summoned, Babban gets his answer.
Will Babban stay out of trouble by keeping his incredible
discovery under wraps, or does the secret unravel and seal
his fate? Ira Saxena infuses mystery and laughter into this classic
Indian folktale, and Mayukh Ghosh’s larger-than-life illustrations
make this book a visual treat.
New!

The Clever Tailor
Author: Srividhya Venkat
Illustrator: Nayantara Surendranath
Language: English
ISBN: 978-81-9338-890-7
Rupa Ram is a famous but poor tailor with an unfulfilled dream: to stitch something
for his own family. When he receives a gift of a brand new saafa, he is inspired
to do just that!
At the heart of this touching tale is a generous man who uses his imagination and
creativity to do right by his family. With delightful illustrations by Nayantara
Surendranath, The Clever Tailor is Srividhya Venkat’s charming Indian adaptation of
a European folktale.
New!
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Children’s Books

One Dark Cloud
Author: Shobha Viswanath
Illustrators: Ashwathy P.S., Anusha Sundar
Language: English
ISBN: 978-81-8190-383-9
Shobha Viswanath combines counting skills
with the art of storytelling to create a timeless
book for early readers. Illustrators Ashwathy
P.S. and Anusha Sundar use a combination
of collages, photography, and design to
stunningly capture a rainy day.
New!

Fly, Little Fish

A Tangle of Brungles

Author: Lavanya Karthik
Illustrators: Satwik Gade, Ashwathy P.S.
Language: English
ISBN: 978-81-8190-382-2

Author: Shobha Viswanath
Illustrator: Culpeo S. Fox
Language: English
ISBN: 978-81-8190-360-0
To conjure up the charming Mr. Brungles,
a coven of witches stirs up the Great Brungle
Brew. For this they toss in a parliament of owls,
a cloud of bats and a quiver of cobras among
many others. Will they succeed?

What Little Fish wants to do more than
anything else in the world is fly.
Not discouraged by those around her,
she flaps her tiny fins and practises
jumping. But can Little Fish ever expect
to take flight?

A hilarious twist on collective nouns.

New!

New!

Something’s Moving
Author: Daya Subramanian
Illustrator: Anusha Sundar
Language: English
ISBN: 978-81-9365-420-0

The Insect Boy
Author: Shobha Viswanath
Illustrator: Monami Roy
Language: English
ISBN: 978-81-8190-361-7

Would you like to swing like a monkey, gallop
like a horse, or leap like a frog? This children’s
book in verse by Daya Subramanian introduces
different movements of animals, while the
dynamic text and beautiful illustrations in
Indian folk art style by Anusha Sundar bring
the birds and animals to life.
New!

Two stories about the alternate paths Roy’s life takes after various
encounters with insects. In one reality, he becomes an exterminator.
In another, an entomologist. A fascinating story about the different
paths our lives can take depending on how we view the world, Shobha
Viswanath’s wonderful tale and Monami Roy’s detailed illustrations
introduce children to the world of insects.
New!
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Karadi Tales

The Dragon’s Toothache
Author: Annie Besant
Illustrator: Rayika Sen
Language: English
ISBN: 978-81-8190-345-7
What could be stranger than a dragon’s toothache?
A motley crew comes to the rescue of a dragon
in pain. But does the crew manage to help him?
Annie Besant’s quirky text and Rayika Sen’s
imaginative illustrations make this book a joy to read
over and over again.

Thukpa for All

The Lion’s Feast
Author: Lavanya Karthik
Illustrator: Chetan Sharma
Language: English
ISBN: 978-81-8190-217-7

Authors: Praba Ram, Sheela Preuitt
Illustrator: Shilpa Ranade
Language: English
ISBN: 978-81-9338-898-3

Muthumama and Muthumami have an
unexpected guest for dinner: a ravenous
lion! Find out what happens next in this tale
of hospitality gone wrong. An irreverent tale
penned by Lavanya Karthik with riotously
funny illustrations by Chetan Sharma,
the book is sure to tickle your funny bone
and taste buds!

Tsering can’t wait to taste his grandmother’s
delicious noodle soup. He invites his friends
and neighbours to his home, and soon, a meal
for two snowballs into a large, festive event.
But as preparations get underway, there is
a power cut and the house is plunged into
darkness. Can Abi make her much-anticipated
thukpa?

The Fox
and the Crow
Author: Manasi Subramaniam
Illustrator: Culpeo S. Fox
Language: English
ISBN: 978-81-8190-303-7

Told from a blind child’s perspective,
this unforgettable tale by Praba Ram and
Sheela Preuitt is set in a close-knit community
in Ladakh. Accompanied by Shilpa Ranade’s
stunning illustrations, this is a story that’s warm
and delectable, much like Abi’s thukpa.
New!

In this timeless Aesop’s fable, a fox and a crow vie for a piece of bread. This breathtakingly
beautiful picture book adapted by Manasi Subramaniam with dark humour is an exploration
of this tale. The artist Culpeo S. Fox makes each page a brilliant painting. When the pages
come together, they tell us the story like never before.
Winner: Best Illustrated Children’s Book, Comic Con India (2015)

Dada’s Useless Present
Author: Nalini Sorensen
Illustrator: Allen Shaw
Language: English, Thai
ISBN: 978-81-8190-359-4
Dada may be celebrating his 82nd birthday but he still considers himself
spry, until a seemingly thoughtful gift from his son tells him otherwise.
Nalini Sorensen beautifully captures the spirit of aging grandparents who
refuse to cede their independence. Charming watercolour illustrations by
the hugely talented Allen Shaw enliven this buoyant tale.
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Winner of Jarul Bo

ok Award 2018

Rights Sold: Thailand

Children’s Books
Series

Varsha’s Varanasi
Author: Chitra Soundar
Illustrator: Soumitra Ranade
Language: English
ISBN: 978-81-8190-348-8
In the first of the City Series, author Chitra Soundar
captures the flavour of Varanasi through Varsha, a young
girl in search of her father. Follow Varsha as she skips
past the ghats by the river Ganges and hurries through
the narrow alleys of this timeless city.
New!

Series

Farmer Falgu Goes to
the Kumbh Mela

Farmer Falgu

Language: English, Thai
ISBN: 978-81-8190-355-6

Author: Chitra Soundar
Illustrator: Kanika Nair
Language: English
Farmer Falgu is resourceful and is always positive.
He’s a glass-half-full kind of guy and is unfazed by
what life throws at him.

Farmer Falgu Goes on a Trip
ISBN: 978-81-8190-347-1
Farmer Falgu has had enough of his noisy farm! He needs
a break and he’s off on a holiday. Craving some quiet, he
gets on his cart and goes looking for silence. Does he find
it? Chitra Soundar writes this remarkable story with a quiet
wisdom that resonates with youngsters and adults alike.
Her story is joyously complemented by Kanika Nair’s
unusual, striking illustrations.

Farmer Falgu is headed to the
Kumbh Mela in the vibrant city of
Allahabad. There are a lot of things
to see at the Mela, his friends
remind him. But does Farmer Falgu
manage to see them all? Kanika
Nair’s striking illustrations capture
the colourful chaos and celebration
that Kumbh Mela really is in this
charming and thoughtful tale
written by Chitra Soundar.
Rights Sold: Thailand

Farmer Falgu Goes to the Market
ISBN: 978-81-8190-311-2
Farmer Falgu has a plan. But as usual, it’s a plan that’s turned topsy-turvy
by the madness that surrounds him. But then, Farmer Falgu can usually find
his way out of any mess! Chitra Soundar’s energetic tale radiates with
adventure and madness, while Kanika Nair’s visual style underscores it
with minimal artwork splashed with just a dab of vivid, striking colour.
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Pickle Yolk Books

The Tree Boy
Author: Srividhya Venkat
Illustrator: Nayantara Surendranath
Language: English
When Sid misses saving a soccer goal
at school, he wakes up to discover he is
no longer a boy. With an entire ecosystem
hovering above him, he finds himself
transformed into a brainless tree. Will he
ever get back to being Sid? Will his
loneliness ever end? Srividhya Venkat’s
delectable tale is brought to life by
Nayantara Surendranath’s quirky collages.
New!

Vee Loved Garlic
Author: Richa Jha
Illustrator: Kunal Kundu
Language: English
ISBN: 978-93-5235-479-5
When Vee falls in love with garlic, there is
pandemonium in the house. She is a vampire,
after all! Her parents tell her garlic is fatal.
But Vee’s research tells her otherwise. She
just has to convince her parents. Richa Jha
celebrates the spirit of inquisitiveness and
nonconformity in this pacey book packed
with sharp dialogue. Kunal Kundu’s breathtaking artwork lingers on long after the end.

Maccher Jhol
Author: Richa Jha
Illustrator: Sumanta Dey
Language: English
When Gopu’s baba falls ill, the visually
impaired Gopu must brave the crowds, the
markets, and the traffic of Calcutta to reach
his grandma. He must get her to cook
Baba’s favourite fish curry. Will he succeed
in bringing it home? Richa Jha writes as much
about Gopu’s courage as she does about
the sounds and smells of a bustling
metropolis. Sumanta Dey brings Calcutta
to life and makes readers feel they are
walking alongside Gopu.
New!

The Unboy Boy
Author: Richa Jha
Illustrator: Gautam Benegal
Language: English
ISBN: 978-93-5267-815-0
Young Gagan is quiet, gentle, sensitive, and
an animal- and booklover. Everyone thinks
Gagan should be more boy-like. But Gagan
is determined to show them otherwise.
Richa Jha tackles gender stereotypes with
simplicity and lightness of tone. Gautam
Benegal’s endearing watercolours make this
an unforgettable read.
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Children’s Books

Dance of the Wild
Author: Richa Jha
Illustrator: Ruchi Mhasane
Language: English
ISBN: 978-93-5279-227-6
Little Shilu loves to dance around naked. She
wants to be like the animals—like Pirate, her
cat. Peppered with Grandma’s loving chiding,
intimate grandma-granddaughter bonding,
and gentle mother-daughter heart-to-hearts,
Richa Jha’s affectionate and lyrical text takes
readers into the mind of a little girl who asks,
“Why can’t I?” Ruchi Mhasane’s evocative
illustrations add a dreamlike charm.

My Daddy Wasn’t Always
a Daddy

Love Like That
Author: Richa Jha
Illustrator: Gautam Benegal
Language: English
ISBN: 978-93-5212-086-4

Author: Richa Jha
Illustrator: Mithila Ananth
Language: English

Little Kroo and Mamma Hop travel
around the world. Kroo is fascinated by
different ways of parenting. He wonders
why his mamma doesn’t love him like
that. Mamma may not love him like that.
But she loves him more than anyone.
Richa Jha touches on the one doubt
every child has, while Gautam Benegal
transports readers thousands of miles
from home. Lyrical prose, an assuring
refrain, and adorable animals make this
a perfect bedtime read.

Daddy wasn’t Daddy until Ria popped out of his
pocket. Or so he says. Daddy talks about what an
exceptionally efficient daddy he has always been.
Even before he joined the school for daddies.
Will Ria believe him? Richa Jha takes readers on
a jolly ride of tall tales alongside an adorable
daddy-daughter duo. Mithila Ananth’s blend of
simple lines and textured backdrops oozes
perfect comic timing.
New!

Thatha at School
Author: Richa Jha
Illustrator: Gautam Benegal
Language: English
ISBN: 978-93-5212-087-1

Boo!
Author: Richa Jha
Illustrator: Gautam Benegal
Language: English
ISBN: 978-93-5267-813-6

It is Grandparents Day at school. Little Oviyam is
embarrassed at her dhoti-wearing thatha. She tries
her best to convince Thatha to skip the day.
She even excuses herself from his side so no one
will know he is her thatha. Will Oviyam own up to
her thatha? Richa Jha’s light, breezy words are
playfully illustrated by Gautam Benegal.

When Noorie’s sister, Zoya, dies, Noorie’s world grows silent. Zoya is gone forever. But Mummy keeps telling silly lies that
Zoya will always be around. And Zoya’s best friend, Dhara, just won’t leave Noorie alone. Richa Jha’s spare text keeps
this tale poignant, believable, and full of hope. Gautam Benegal evokes the sisters’ warmth and Noorie’s grief.
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Polar Fish
Series

This is Idby

Authors: Andy Coombs, Sarah Scho
Illustrator: Anders Lindholm
From underwater Ids (who love to make soup) and
fire Ids (who are obsessed with birthday candles)
to prehistoric Ids (who are tiny), Ids are not
defined by their gender, colour, size or shape.
An Id’s identity comes from what they love. Their
passions take them on journeys where they will
discover time travel, circular dreams, hole digging,
underwater soup, fruit competitions, and more!

Susie Singing
Language: English, Thai
ISBN: 978-91-87159-34-3
Susie adores singing. When Susie was a little Id, she
played on a sunny beach. In the sea, a big whale sang to
the sun. Susie imagined riding on the whale’s back and
exploring the underwater world. All sea Ids and Susie
sang together. And that is why Susie loves singing.
Rights Sold: Thailand

Sammy Sliding

Susie Singing and
the Great Storm

Language: English, Thai
ISBN: 978-91-87159-26-8
Sammy adores sliding. When Sammy
was a little Id, he slid on an icy river
down to the icy sea. Sammy imagined
the baby octopus in a thousand years’
time. It was as big as a mountain.
Sammy jumped on its giant arms and
slid up and down. He slid up to its ear
and tickled its chin. And that is why
Sammy loves sliding.
Rights Sold: Thailand

Sammy Sliding and
the Big Heavy Thing

Language: English, Thai
ISBN: 978-91-87159-35-0
Dark clouds. The Great Storm is coming! Cold wind.
Cold rain. The river Efja swirls to Susie’s song. Flash!
Crash! The storm is very loud. All the Ids run for shelter.
Susie knows just what to do. She stands on the Big
Heavy Thing and sings to the storm. From every corner
in Idby, Ids run out and start to sing. Hands up then
down, spinning round and round, the Ids laugh as the
Great Storm drifts away.
Rights Sold: Thailand

Language: English, Thai
ISBN: 978-91-87159-27-5
The Ids in the park have no shade. The sun is too bright for them to do their puzzles.
Sammy melts the entire butter repository of Idby and pours it under the Big Heavy Thing.
Ids push and pull. The Big Heavy Thing slides into place. And now on summer days,
Ids who love puzzles have cool shade. And Ids who love water slides have fun splashing
and sliding down the mountain.
Rights Sold: Thailand
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Children’s Books
Series

Jenny Jumping and
the Tiny Frogs
Language: English, Thai
ISBN: 978-91-87159-16-9
Egbert and the little frogs teach Jenny how to
swim. Jenny sees a big rock next to the lake. Jenny
climbs to the top of the rock. She jumps off. The
little frogs are in awe. Jenny runs and jumps again.
When Egbert falls asleep, so does Jenny. They
dream of jumping from rocks all night.

Jenny Jumping

Rights Sold: Thailand

Language: English, Thai
ISBN: 978-91-87159-15-2
Jenny imagined what it would be like to jump
really high—so high her head touched the clouds.
Jenny jumped onto the clouds and then onto the
moon. She jumped with the moon bugs as they
tickled her feet. Jenny imagined the biggest jump
ever. She jumped right up to the sun. The sun
whispered a secret in Jenny’s ear. The secret was
so big it made her head spin and her feet turn blue.
Rights Sold: Thailand

Davi Drumming
Language: English, Thai
ISBN: 978-91-87159-22-0
Davi adores drumming. When Davi was a little Id,
he drummed with his hands on the walls. He drummed
with everything on anything. Davi imagined that when
he drummed slowly, everything slowed down, and
when he drummed quickly, everything sped up.
And that is why Davi loves drumming.
Rights Sold: Thailand

Davi Drumming and
the Deep Winter Party
Language: English, Thai
ISBN: 978-91-87159-23-7
Before the deep winter party, Davi
drums so hard cakes fall over and drinks
spill. Everyone is annoyed. All the Ids
want to dance. But Bella’s dance
machine is frozen. Davi drums on the
icicles. Ping, ping. Dong, dong. Ting,
ting. Ids dance and spin. It’s the best
deep winter party ever.
Rights Sold: Thailand
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Polar Fish
Series

Bella Bikes
Language: English, Thai
ISBN: 978-91-87159-05-3
Bella adores bikes. Bella once pedalled
so fast her feet disappeared. She saw
hundreds of Bellas trying to catch up.
But she was the fastest Bella of them all.
Rights Sold: Thailand

Bella Bikes and
the Brilliant Idea
Language: English, Thai
ISBN: 978-91-87159-06-0
Bella adores bikes. Bella comes up
with a brilliant invention. She calls
her invention “balancers”. The little
Ids like Bella’s balancers so much
they want ones of their own. Bella
is happy to have lots of little Ids
to keep her company.
Rights Sold: Thailand

Danny Dreams and
the Sleepwalker Machine
Language: English
ISBN: 978-91-87159-25-1

Danny Dreams
Language: English
ISBN: 978-91-87159-24-4
Danny adores dreams. When Danny was
a little Id, he slept in a cracked green
drawer. He dreamed his dreams under
a silver moon next to a small red flower.
Danny dreamed he was a black bird
sleeping in a nest of spun toffee.
The black bird dreamed of a silver moon
sleeping under a golden star. Each
dream dreamed. And that is why Danny
loves dreams.
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Danny adores dreams. But Danny has a problem.
He cannot sleep. It is almost morning. The shadows
on the walls speak so softly he cannot hear them.
Bella Bikes builds Danny the “Sleepwalker”. Danny rides
the Sleepwalker up dewy hills and along the foaming
river Efja. Bump, bump, bump! Soon, Danny falls asleep
and dreams.

Children’s Books
Series

Dina Digging
Language: English
ISBN: 978-91-87159-13-8
Dina adores digging. Dina once imagined
she dug so deep she fell into a giant
underground cave. In the cave was a town full
of fire Ids and moles. The moles loved birthday
cakes. Dina dug into the middle of a cake and
ate her way out. Chocolate! Her favourite.

Dina Digging
and the Round Stones
Language: English
ISBN: 978-91-87159-14-5
Dina adores digging. Dina has a brilliant idea. She digs lots of holes and collects
lots of round stones. Ids sew flags and build small wooden bridges. Ids dig
more holes and find more round stones. And the game begins. Some Ids
kick the stones. Some Ids walk on them. Some Ids roll them. All Ids have fun.

Pavel Pears
Language: English
ISBN: 978-91-87159-07-7
Pavel adores pears. His first pear was big and juicy. Just as
he was going to take a bite, a tiny worm popped its head
out. Pavel imagined what it would be like to live inside
the pear. It must be all safe and warm and cosy. And
that is why Pavel loves pears.

Pavel Pears and
the Fruit Competition
Language: English
ISBN: 978-91-87159-08-4
It is the day of the fruit competition.
The judges look at the fruits’ colour,
size, and taste. The winner is Bettina
and her brilliant banana! Well done,
Bettina! Pavel and Bettina go off
to celebrate. Bettina makes a giant
banana cake with sliced bananas
in banana ice-cream. It is a lovely day
for Pavel.
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Pinolek
Series

Pino and the Princesses

Pino
Authors: Eva Pils, Agneta Norelid
Illustrator: Kenneth Andersson
Language: Swedish
Join Pino and his friends on their many
adventures! Adorably illustrated for
children aged 0-4.

ISBN: 978-91-86503-24-6
Pino, Pinolina, the cat, and the penguin play
dress-up. Pino wants to be a knight. Pinolina
wants to be a princess. But what about the
penguin?
New!

All Year Round with Pino
ISBN: 978-91-86503-26-0
Pino does many things in one year. In the winter,
he skis in the mountains. In the spring, he cycles.
In the summer, he bathes in the sea. In the fall,
he gathers mushrooms. Who wants to celebrate
Christmas with Pino?
New!

Nu gömmer
vi oss!

Skynda på!

Alla rider iväg på sina hästar.
Mot slottet!

Hoppla!

Det är vår och
all snö smälter bort.
Nu kan Pino cykla igen.

Titta nu fiskar Pinolina.
Tror du det nappar igen?

tt!

Kvivi

som har fått
Det är pingvinen
bil.
punktering på sin

bil.
punktering på sin
Pingvinen har fått

Doctor Pino
ISBN: 978-919-774-382-2
Today, Pino is a doctor. Pinolina,
the penguin, the doll, the rabbit,
and the cat are all waiting for
Doctor Pino. Doctor Pino can help
them all! Now everyone will feel
fine again!
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Pino Fixes Everything
ISBN: 978-91-86503-25-3
Pino can fix anything. Pino’s phone is ringing
off the hook. Everybody needs Pino’s help.
But what happens when the cat suddenly
disappears? Can Pino fix that, too?
New!

Children’s Books
Series

Sleep Well, Pino
ISBN: 978-91-86503-21-5
Time for Pino to go to bed. But
so much needs to be done before
lights out. Pino must clean himself,
brush his teeth, and find his missing
doll. Sleep well, Pino. Sleep well,
children.
New!

Pino and Potty
ISBN: 978- 919-789-608-5
There are so many potties to
choose from at the store. Pino
must try them all. Eventually,
Pino finds the perfect potty
for himself. Great job, Pino!

Pino in the Tub
ISBN: 978-919-789-609-2
Pino played in the park. Now he is muddy and
dirty and needs a bath. Pino is at home, bathing
in his bubble bath. First, Pino swims. Then he
washes his hair. Nothing beats a bubble bath!

Pino’s Farm
ISBN: 978-918-650-323-9
On the farm, the animals are
hungry. Pino must feed them
all. Oops, now it is Pino’s turn
to eat!

Pino on Safari
ISBN: 978-918-650-322-2
Pino and his friends enjoy
a bumpy ride through the
jungle. They meet many
animals. But who will rescue
them when their car breaks
down?

Pino Likes to
Drive Many Things
ISBN: 978-91-97743-86-0
Pino likes to drive many things: a car, a boat, an airplane, a hot air
balloon, and his beloved bike! Join Pino on his adventures in the
air, at sea, and on winding roads.
New!
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Mijade

Baba’s Salad
Author: Isabelle Wlodarczyk
Illustrator: Grégoire Mabire
Language: English
ISBN: 978-2-87142-871-8
Baba the Witch likes cooking
children and making a salad with
them. This time, she has caught
Betty, a little girl who isn’t afraid of
Baba. Betty gives the witch a hard
time with her rage, tears, and
screams. It is enough to put Baba
off children forever.
New!

Mum
Author: Hélène Delforge
Illustrator: Quentin Gréban
Language: French
ISBN: 978-2-8077-0027-7

The Very Scary Night
Author: Caroline Roque
Illustrator: Grégoire Mabire
Language: English
ISBN: 978-2-8077-0008-6

Mum. A unique name. A universal name.
There are as many mums as there are
children. It’s a word that expresses love,
tenderness, bond, need, hope, sometimes
lack, absence.

Just like every night when it gets dark,
the Mouse Family is preparing to go grocery
shopping. But they must be very careful, for
their house is under a bed… and on top of
the bed there is… a monster. One night,
the two children decide to sort this thing out.

Quentin Gréban has produced a collection
of magnificent portraits. Hélène Delforge
accompanies them with beautiful and
fitting words.
New!

New!

The Street Cat Gang
Author: Catherine Metzmeyer
Illustrator: Grégoire Mabire
Language: English
ISBN: 978-2-87142-760-5
The little kitty would like to be a part of the
street cat gang. But they tell him that he is
still “too small, too itsy bitsy”. Small, yes, but
clever enough to secretly follow them and…
come to their aid.
New!
Sold into 10 Languages
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Children’s Books

How to Educate Your
(Pet) Mammoth
Author: Quentin Gréban
Illustrator: Quentin Gréban
Language: English
ISBN: 978-2-87142-761-2
Every child dreams of having a pet at home. But things
get a little complicated when the pet happens to be
a mammoth… Thanks to a little treaty of “savoir-vivre”,
the mammoth can be a very pleasant and well raised
companion. He can even become your best friend!
New!
Sold into 10 Languages

Suzette
Author: Quentin Gréban
Illustrator: Quentin Gréban
Language: English
ISBN: 978-2-87142-294-5
Suzette, the little ladybug, is lost. She decides to show
all the animals she meets a picture of her mummy.
Suzette can draw very well but unfortunately nobody
has seen her mummy. Suzette starts to wonder if her
drawing is any good and whether or not one day
she will find her mummy again…
New!
Sold into 16 Languages

Not Even Afraid!
Author: Quentin Gréban
Illustrator: Quentin Gréban
Language: English
ISBN: 978-2-87142-834-3
My brother is afraid of nothing. To
get his kite back, he enters a house
that makes me tremble. He doesn’t
notice a thing. As for me? Where
there’s a painting, I see a skeleton.
And behind the quiet cat, I see
the devil. Discover a mystery behind
each page. This original and playful
book will make you tremble with
pleasure. With five red pets.
New!

Mummy, Tell Me Why…
Author: Quentin Gréban
Illustrator: Quentin Gréban
Language: English
ISBN: 978-2-87142-664-6
Tell me, Mum, why don’t dinosaurs go to school?
Why don’t ducklings attend funfairs? Why do
mammoths avoid playgrounds? Twelve surprising
questions and twelve humorous answers.
New!
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Mijade

Nina and the Cat
Author: Fatima Sharafeddine
Illustrator: Vincent Hardy
Language: English
ISBN: 978-2-87142-628-8
Today Papa and Mama Elephant have to go back
to work. A cat proposes to take care of their
daughter, Nina. Day in day out, Nina learns
new tricks. Her parents realise if they do nothing
about it now, Nina will forget she is an elephant!
New!
Sold into 13 Languages

Kiddie and the Cuddly Toys
Author: Eric Englebert
Illustrator: Claude K. Dubois
Language: English
ISBN: 978-2-8077-0028-4
Kiddie will soon depart for an overnight school trip. He is
afraid to leave his family and his house. Thank goodness
he has his cuddly toy. When he hears a friend crying in
the next bed, he tells him the secret about cuddly toys.
And that’s how Kiddie makes a lot of new friends!
New!

Good Night, Little Donkey!
Author: Véronique Cauchy
Illustrator: Ginette Hoffmann
Language: English
ISBN: 978-2-8077-0021-5
Little Donkey has a solution for confronting his fear of
night monsters… he squeezes his cuddly toy very tightly.
His big brother makes fun of him: “A cuddly toy to go to
sleep. What a baby!”
New!
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The Lighthouse of
the Edge of the
World
Author: Natalie Quintart
Illustrator: Philippe Goossens
Language: English
ISBN: 978-2-87142-644-8
In a faraway country, there was
an old lighthouse perched upon
a cliff. A cat relit its fires, and
soon after, it became the refuge
of all the animals that escaped
the cruelty of mankind.
New!

Children’s Books

Big Bad Wolf Just Wants
to Be Loved
Author: Christine Naumann
Illustrator: Annick Masson
Language: English
ISBN: 978-2-87142-989-0
One evening, the author hears loud knocks
at her door. BOOM! BOOM! BOOM! It’s the wolf,
and he wants to be loved! So the author racks her
brains for a way to make this Big Bad Wolf soft and
sweet. After some yoga, herbal tea, and positive
thinking, the Big Bad Wolf is all limp and languid
and soft and sweet.

Guess Who’s Coming
to Dinner!
Author: Pascal Brissy
Illustrator: Annick Masson
Language: English
ISBN: 978-2-87142-907-4
While wolf buddies Raymond and Marcel
complain about having nothing left to eat,
a sheep in a petticoat rings the doorbell!
What a godsend: the two buddies salivate at
the thought of the delicious stew who invites
herself to their table. If only this surprise
guest were not so adorable and sweet…
she’s impossible to munch. Irresistible
though she may be, she just can’t be their
lunch!

Sammy and His
New Haircut
Author: Fatima Sharafeddine
Illustrator: Annick Masson
Language: English
ISBN: 978-2-87142-560-4
Today‚ Sammy goes to the barbershop.
He is not very enthusiastic. And when he sees
his new hairstyle‚ he’s completely horrified!
He is not going to let his friends see him like this!
Quickly‚ Sammy hides his new haircut under a hat…

Sammy and the Red Box
of Chocolates

The Garden Secret

Author: Fatima Sharafeddine
Illustrator: Annick Masson
Language: English
ISBN: 978-2-87142-583-3

Author: Luc Foccroulle
Illustrator: Annick Masson
Language: English
ISBN: 978-2-87142-662-2

Sammy’s mum buys a fabulous red box of chocolates
as a gift for the neighbours. Sammy can hardly hide
his disappointment. But the red box will reappear
in his life after an incredible journey through their
apartment building!

Lily is on a holiday in the countryside.
She is not at all happy about this,
especially when Grandpa decides
to teach her some gardening. But
everything changes when the little
bean plant starts talking to her.
Vegetables can talk! Lily listens to
their secrets and suddenly perceives
the garden in a new light.
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White Balloon

Out There
Author: Bruna Barros
Illustrator: Bruna Barros
Language: English
ISBN: 978-85-9478-008-9
What scares children the most is
the unknown, like their first solo
trip to the bakery. But how good
they will feel when their mission
is accomplished!

Attack!
Author: Bruna Barros
Illustrator: Bruna Barros
Language: English
ISBN: 978-85-9478-007-2

The Carpenter

Would there be war if there was no army?
This is a dream project of a day to come
when we realise how blind we were. On that
day, all soldiers of all nations will understand
that they alone have the power to end wars.
Then their generals will have to sit, talk, and
find a solution in a more civilized way.

Author: Bruna Barros
Illustrator: Bruna Barros
Language: English
ISBN: 978-85-63698-92-6
There is nothing a child
cannot do when given the right
opportunity and the right tools.

Love Letter
Author: Selma Unglaube
Illustrator: Dave Santana
Language: English
ISBN: 978-85-63698-91-9
He first saw her in 40,000 BC. It was love
at first sight. But circumstances were
always far from ideal. Until now...

Castillo Cave, Spain, 40.000

BC

He first saw her in 40,000 BC...

... in anytime!
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Children’s Books

Stand Up
Author: Selma Unglaube
Illustrator: Betül Akzambaklar
Language: English
ISBN: 978-85-63698-93-3
A visual story based on a quote by Martin Luther
King Jr. In a world constantly under threat of
turmoil, his words are more current now than
ever: Stand up for your beliefs and never give up.

5 Fingers
Author: Selma Unglaube
Illustrator: Bruna Barros
Language: English
ISBN: 978-85-63698-83-4

Of Ants and Men

United, five fingers can do many things.
And two hands can do even more!
A book about multicultural societies.

Author: Selma Unglaube
Illustrator: Tomoko Inaba
Language: English
ISBN: 978-81-8190-312-9
Men have a lot to learn from ants.
The story hints at the five major religions
and the idea that God is in everything,
even the tiniest creatures.

... SCRATCH.

… PET...
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Grupo Edebé

The Grumpy
Mr. Facundo
Author: Roberto Aliaga
Illustrator: Raúl Sagospe
Language: Spanish
ISBN: 978-84-683-2467-8
Elia can never play at home.
She has a very grumpy neighbour,
Mr. Facundo. Elia thinks
Mr. Facundo must be lonely.
She wants to find him a friend.
But Mr. Facundo is not in the mood
for company...

The Shipless Pirate
Author: Hugo Román Ballesteros
Illustrator: Hugo Román Ballesteros
Language: Spanish
ISBN: 978-84-683-3318-8
A shipless pirate must retrieve his treasure
from a faraway island. He commands the
animals to swim, jump, run, and fly to take
him there. None of the animals will do it.
That is, until he asks nicely.

The Witch
Who Cannot Laugh
Author: Hermínia Mas
Illustrator: Hermínia Mas
Language: Spanish
ISBN: 978-84-236-7537-8
High in the mountains, there lives a very bad witch
who hates children. The miserable witch cannot
laugh. She casts a spell so the children won’t stop
crying. Until one day she meets one of the children’s
grandpas.
Rights Sold: Turkey, Mexico

Ugh, That Fear!
Author: Ricardo Alcántara
Illustrator: Gusti Rosemffet
Language: Spanish
ISBN: 978-84-236-8481-6
Pancheta has no one to play with. She can’t wait
to go to school and meet her new classmates.
But Pancheta is also a witch. All her classmates
and their parents are scared of her. A lovely story
about how we should embrace our differences.
Rights Sold: Argentina
More Than 16,000 Copies Sold
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The Witch’s Sweetheart
Author: Roberto Aliaga
Illustrator: Carles Arbat
Language: Spanish
ISBN: 978-84-683-0392-5
Leotarda isn’t your average witch. She
shares her house with an owl, two lizards,
three cats, four spiders, and five mice.
But what Leotarda needs is a boyfriend.
When a man picks up her call but refuses
to speak, Leotarda hunts him down. Only
to discover the man has no mouth.
Rights Sold: Italy, China

Children’s Books

The Old Shark
Loses His Teeth
Author: Xabier López López
Illustrator: Manuel Uhía
Language: Spanish
ISBN: 978-84-236-9491-4
In the deep sea, there lives a white shark. He is old and as big
as a whale. One night, the shark bites into a stone and breaks
his teeth. A shark without teeth can’t scare anyone. The old
shark must get help from an octopus.

I’m a Dog!

Rights Sold: China

Author: Xabier López López
Illustrator: Manuel Uhía
Language: Spanish
ISBN: 978-84-683-0801-2
In the alley of a fish market, a tiny white kitten
is born. To his parent’s shame, the kitten goes
around telling the other cats: “I am a dog!”
Yes, he insists, “A DOG!” A lovely tale about
children’s sense of identity, with a humorous
refrain.

A Muffin for
the Hungry Bunny
Author: Ramon Besora
Illustrator: Zuzanna Celej
Language: Spanish
ISBN: 978-84-683-3382-3
Our little bunny has made all the animals in the woods
hungry! The animals gather to bake the best muffin
ever. They bring the necessary ingredients: flour, eggs,
honey, and even strawberries. What can go wrong?

Ut, the Mammoth
Author: Anna Obiols
Illustrator: Subi
Language: Spanish
ISBN: 978-84-683-3164-5
Carla is fascinated by the giant stuffed mammoth
at the science museum. She imagines him as her pet.
She names him Ut. Carla and Ut go ice skating, play
hide-and-seek, and have fun in the snow. Carla even
brushes and braids Ut’s long hair…

Riddles of Our Land
Author: Violeta Monreal
Illustrator: Violeta Monreal
Language: Spanish
ISBN: 978-84-236-9492-1
This lovely book combines fun and easy-to-understand
riddles with colourful collages. Readers will learn about
the elements of nature, the weather, and the land.
They will get to know, and love, our planet!
Rights Sold: China
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Editorial el Pirata

Judith and Johan’s Troubles:
Don’t Mess with Chocolate!
Author: Ester Ferran
Illustrator: Jordi Salas
Language: Spanish
ISBN: 978-84-17210-15-1
This summer Judith and Johan have made an alliance
that will turn life upside down for everyone around them.
They have joined together with one purpose: to be
superheroes and help others. In order to do so, they will
use their collection of funny and outlandish ideas and,
above all, tons of chocolate.

The Pirate’s Treasure

New!

Author: Nuria Cussó
Illustrator: Joan Puig Moré
Language: Spanish
ISBN: 978-849-656-995-9

Little, the Cheerful
Sand Grain

Peter is the bravest six-year-old pirate. He is not even
three feet tall but he calls himself Blackbeard, like
the most dangerous pirate of all time. Today Peter is
feeling down. His favourite treasure is nowhere to be
found. So he decides to ask to his grannie, the Shark
Hunter, for advice.

Author: Nuria Cussó
Illustrator: Anna Clariana
Language: Spanish
ISBN: 978-849-656-992-8
Little is just a common sand grain like
those you could find on any beach.
He has plenty of friends like crabs,
shellfish, and snails. Sometimes,
he bothers swimmers by jumping up
on their beach towels. Hungry for
an adventure, he holds tight to
a tourist’s sandal and travels the world.

So Different, So Equal
Author: Javi Costales
Language: Spanish
ISBN: 978-84-17210-01-4
A story about diversity. No one is perfect,
and we must accept others as they are.
A little turtle called Lula is new at school.
She realises her classmates laugh at her
because she is so slow. The teacher realises it,
too, and starts a game to show that all of them
have virtues and imperfections. He teaches
them that no one is perfect and we have to
respect each other. After all, we are so different,
so equal.
New!
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Mr. Long Trunk
Author: Nuria Cussó
Illustrator: Laia Guerrero
Language: Spanish
ISBN: 978-849-656-982-9
Once upon a time, when
elephants still had short trunks,
one of them already had a long
one. Do you want to know how
all elephants ended up with
long trunks? Then you’d better
read this story!

Children’s Books

Daddy, Draw Me a Story
Author: Antonio Santamaría
Illustrator: Antonio Santamaría
Language: Spanish
ISBN: 978-84-944548-4-4

Dear Maxi
Author: Mar Pavón
Illustrator: Gemma Zaragüeta
Language: Spanish
ISBN: 978-84-17210-00-7

In this beautifully illustrated book, you will find
over nine different stories and more than 50
illustrations about emotions. The author/illustrator
was nominated for an Annie Award (USA) in 2016.
New!

Series

Learn to Read
Collection

Maxi is a lucky kid: His mother is a tale writer
and his father an illustrator. One day,
he invents his own tale. It becomes magic
as each time someone reads it, the story
changes...

Authors: Various
Language: Spanish
ISBN: 978-84-17210-06-9

Dear Maxi is a magical book full of originality
and tenderness. It shows a personal and
exciting moment like sharing a tale with
your kids.

A collection of nine related titles.
The text increases with each title.
This helps kids who are learning
to read. Includes the text in capital
letters and handwriting.

New!

Bestseller!

Series

Pascual the Dragon
Discovers the World
Author: Max Olivetti
Illustrator: Quim Bou
Language: Spanish
Pascual is a friendly dragon who loves to
travel to earth and discover new places.
He travels from Dracum, his planet,
in different ways. In each book, he lands
on a new continent, gets to know
the locals, and helps them with what they
need. The collection focuses on values
such as friendship and kindness and
introduces readers to new cultures.

Pascual the Dragon
Discovers Asia
ISBN: 978-84-946115-2-0
Pascual the Dragon discovers Asia! He will
get to know the local children’s games,
traditions, and popular celebrations.
As always, he will help them with anything
he can.
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Editorial el Pirata
Series

Pascual the Dragon
Discovers Antarctica
ISBN: 978-84-946115-3-7
Pascual the Dragon has no flame. He lands
in Antarctica, where he will meet lots of
animals from Antarctica and the Arctic.
He will try to help them start a fire to keep
them warm.

Pascual the Dragon
Discovers America

Pascual the Dragon
Discovers Africa

ISBN: 978-84-17207-00-7

ISBN: 978-84-934146-9-6

Pascual the Dragon travels to America!
He will land in Mexico, where he will
discover a Mayan ball game, see
the Kukulkan pyramid, and taste
how spicy Mexican food can be…

Pascual the Dragon travels to Africa.
This time, he will be accompanied
by his friend, the little dragon, Xipu!
They will see elephants and giraffes and
will help their new friends, the Maasai,
make it rain.

New!

New!

The Fireless Dragon
ISBN: 978-84-965-69-93-5
Once upon a time, there was a fireless dragon called Pascual. Pascual
was very sad. Until he met the kids from the volcanic city of Olot.
The kids had an idea: If Olot was full of volcanos, Pascual could maybe
borrow some fire.
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Rainbow

Young Adult

Series

King of Warriors
Author: Run Saya
Language: Thai
King of Warriors is an award-winning fantasy epic suitable for all ages. Readers
will be rewarded with plenty of adventure, fascinating characters, magic,
mystery, and a constant battle of good versus evil.

King of Warriors I:
Eclipse
ISBN: 978-974-499-858-3
Jantrakras Castle’s annual hunt for ogres draws
fearsome warriors from the North. The warriors
accuse Ramit, a lowly servant at Jantrakras, of
treason. Ramit manages a narrow escape but is
captured by new foes. Meanwhile, someone is
trying to incite a war.

King of Warriors II:
The Serpent

King of Warriors III:
The Perfect Storm

ISBN: 978-616-510-115-8

ISBN: 978-616-510-524-8

Ramit is to attend a celebration on
the governor’s behalf. At the outbreak
of unrest, he must abandon his
assignment and rescue his good
friend. But first he must face the
wrath of the town and the curse of
the dragon.

Following the success of the first two
books, King of Warriors III: The Perfect
Storm opens with a friendly duel
between leaders of the five tribes.
Evil is soon unleashed. A long-kept
secret is revealed. A must-read for fans of
King of Warriors!
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Shadow Mountain
Series

Fablehaven

Fablehaven Book of
Imagination

Author: Brandon Mull
Language: English
For centuries mystical creatures of all descriptions
were gathered into a hidden refuge called
Fablehaven to prevent their extinction.
The sanctuary survives today as one of the last
strongholds of true magic. Enchanting? Absolutely.
Exciting? You bet. Safe? Well, actually, quite
the opposite.
The New York Times Bestsellers!

ISBN: 978-162-972-241-2
Tap into your imagination in the very
first interactive guide to Fablehaven!
Create your own magical preserve.
Draw your family pet as if it were
a guardian to an ancient artifact.
Discover coloring pages, mazes,
scavenger hunts, and origami
instructions for Fablehaven creatures
like Raxtus!

The Caretaker’s Guide to Fablehaven
ISBN: 978-162-972-091-3
Readers will assume the role of Fablehaven’s new caretaker.
Learn all sorts of insider’s knowledge: Did you know dragon
tears make powerful potions, but the tears are extremely
difficult to come by? Humans have been known to torment
young dragons just to collect their tears!

Series

Dragonwatch
Author: Brandon Mull
Language: English
In this long-awaited sequel to Fablehaven, the dragons are
no longer our allies. The ancient order of Dragonwatch
must gather to save the world from destruction.

Dragonwatch:
A Fablehaven Adventure
ISBN: 978-162-972-256-6
In the hidden dragon sanctuary of Wyrmroost, Celebrant the Just,
King of the Dragons, plots his revenge. He has long seen the sanctuaries
as prisons, and he wants nothing more than to overthrow his captors
and return the world to the Age of Dragons, when he and his kind ruled
and reigned without borders.
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Young Adult
Series

Mysteries of Cove
Author: J. Scott Savage
Language: English
In the steam-powered mountain city of Cove, creativity
is a crime and “invention” is a curse word. Following
clues left by the notorious inventor Leo Babbage,
Trenton and Kallista—Leo’s daughter—set out to
defy Cove.

Fires of Invention

Gears of Revolution

ISBN: 978-162-972-156-9

ISBN: 978-162-972-295-5

Trenton has a knack for all things mechanical. Kallista is
the daughter of Leo Babbage, a notorious inventor who
perished in an explosion. Together, they learn Leo’s
secrets. The teens begin to assemble a strange machine
that will threaten every truth their city is founded
on—and quite possibly their very lives.

Trenton and Kallista head west on their mechanical
dragon. They find a blackened forest, some ruins, and
an underground city. Caught in a civil war between
the Whipjacks and the Order of the Beast, the two
meet Plucky, a girl with mechanical legs, and Ander,
who claims humans can communicate with dragons.
Can they trust anyone?

Series

A Tale of Light and Shadow
Author: Jacob Gowans
Language: English
Enter Atolas, a world where swords and daggers
both extend life and end it, where magic is feared
by all but a few, and where feuds and friendships
determine the fate of kingdoms.

A Tale of Light and
Shadow
ISBN: 978-160-907-981-9
Henry and Isabelle have sworn to marry
despite his lowly station as a carpenter.
His devotion to her drives him to commit
an unthinkable act that may cost them
their lives. Meanwhile, a dark prophecy
sets in motion events that will affect
every throne in Atolas.

Secrets of Neverak
ISBN: 978-160-907-978-9
Henry once believed he could defy the Emperor and lead Isabelle and
his friends to safety. He was wrong. Follow Henry and his friends after
the disastrous battle at the Iron Pass. Allies and foes await the band of
travelers at every turn. Isabelle, now a slave, has only herself to rely on.
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Asian Manga
Series

The Gang and ASEAN
Author: Asian Manga
Language: English, Thai
Meet the gang and learn about ASEAN’s
ten member countries. A comprehensive
look at ASEAN for young readers.

Introduction to ASEAN
ISBN: 978-616-510-529-3
Nidnoi is the lucky winner of a quiz on ASEAN. Her prize is Ruangkaow,
a rice-shaped toy. Ruangkaow impresses Nidnoi and her friends with his
knowledge on ASEAN. Join the gang in learning about ASEAN countries:
greetings, official languages, capital cities, religions, native animals, and
national flowers.

A Journey through ASEAN
ISBN: 978-616-510-530-9
Ruangkaow transforms himself into national vehicles and shuttles the gang
through ASEAN. They will visit famous sites, taste the local cuisine, and learn the
geography and climate of each country. From the Mekong River and Cambodia’s
Tonle Sap to Vietnam’s Halong Bay and Singapore’s Merlion. Their journey
concludes in Thailand, the Land of Smiles.

Amazing ASEAN
ISBN: 978-616-510-531-6

We Are ASEAN
ISBN: 978-616-510-532-3
The gang is assigned a group
project, and Ruangkaow is not
there to help. Readers will learn
about the ASEAN Declaration,
ASEAN’s objectives, the integration
of member countries, the ASEAN
Charter, and the ASEAN flag.
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Uan is preparing for a quiz show
on ASEAN. He wants to take home
the top prize. Readers will follow
Uan on his journey and learn
about the cultural heritage and
national costumes of ASEAN
countries.

Educational Comics
Series

Our ASEAN
ISBN: 978-616-510-533-0
It’s time for the gang’s class
presentation on the AEC. Readers
will learn state emblems, forms of
government, declarations of
independence, postcolonial
governance, the countries’
founders, and a brief history
of each country.

The Power of ASEAN
ISBN: 978-616-510-534-7
Nidnoi is late for school. She is busy
preparing for the gang’s final competition.
Nidnoi learns the benefits of the AEC,
such as economic integration and the
freedom of movement for skilled labor.
But the gang will never see Ruangkaow
again.

Series

The Gang and the AEC
Author: Asian Manga
Language: Thai
Readers will learn about the AEC through
these accessible and fun comics. A portable
handbook perfect for readers aged 4-11.

The Gang Gets to Know
the AEC

The Gang Gets Ready
for the AEC I

The Gang Gets Ready
for the AEC II

ISBN: 978-616-510-516-3

ISBN: 978-616-510-525-5

ISBN: 978-616-510-535-4

The gang joins children from nine other
ASEAN countries for some exciting
activities. Readers will learn general
information about the AEC, its origin and
objectives, collaborative efforts, pros and
cons, and the role of ASEAN youths.

The gang must brush up on their
English before they embark on a tour
of the member countries. Readers
will learn about ASEAN’s founding
members: Indonesia, the Philippines,
Malaysia, Singapore, and Thailand.

ASEAN countries must keep up with
the forces of globalization. Readers
will learn about the remaining member
countries: Brunei, Vietnam, Laos,
Myanmar, and Cambodia.
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Asian Manga
Series

The Math Gang:
Counting Numbers

The Math Gang
Author: Anan Phothikul
Language: Thai

ISBN: 978-974-379-364-6

Follow the Math Gang on their everyday adventures!
A fun and easy way to learn maths, accompanied by
exercises and clear solutions.

With four stories including prime
numbers, composite numbers,
greatest common divisors, and
least common multiples.

The Math Gang:
Ratios
ISBN: 978-611-510-007-1

The Math Gang: The Math Gang:
Fractions I
Fractions II
ISBN: 978-616-510-005-2

ISBN: 978-616-510-422-7

With five stories including
fractional addition, fractional
subtraction, fractional
multiplication, fractional
division, and fractional word
problems.

With five stories including the
definition of fractions, equivalent
fractions, fractions on a number
line, comparing equivalent
fractions, and comparing
inequivalent fractions.

The Math Gang:
Proportions
ISBN: 978-616-510-006-9
With three stories including
solving for proportions by
multiplication, solving for
proportions by division, and
solving for proportions by
cross multiplication and
proportional equations.
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With five stories including the
definition of ratios, equivalent
ratios, finding equivalent
ratios by multiplication,
finding equivalent ratios by
division, and multi-part ratios.

The Piggy Bank
Gang
Author: Anan Phothikul
Language: Thai
ISBN: 978-616-510-135-6
Keng wants to buy himself a
toy. Since he does not have
enough money, he decides
to borrow from his friends.
Keng’s friends help him
create a personal financial
plan. Keng will learn
financial responsibility with
the help of his friends.

Educational Comics
Series

The Gang and King Bhumibol’s
Royal Initiatives
Author: Asian Manga
Language: Thai
Keng, Uan, Joe, Waen, and Nidnoi will learn about the
late King Bhumibol’s royal initiatives in these fun and
informative comics.

The Gang and King Bhumibol’s
Royal Initiatives: Waste Treatment
ISBN: 978-616-510-472-2
Keng and his friends visit a conservation camp in Ban Laem,
Phetchaburi. They will learn about the Laem Phak Bia Royal
Project initiated by King Bhumibol. The project aims to treat
wastewater and organic solid waste in a sustainable way.

The Gang and King Bhumibol’s
Royal Initiatives: The Royal
Chitralada Projects I
ISBN: 978-616-510-161-5
Keng and his friends visit Chitralada Palace to learn
about the Royal Chitralada Projects initiated by
King Bhumibol. They will discover a rice mill,
a charcoal plant, wind turbines, and nil fish ponds.

The Gang and King Bhumibol’s
Royal Initiatives: The Royal
Chitralada Projects II
ISBN: 978-616-510-162-2
Keng and his friends will discover more of King Bhumibol’s
initiatives ranging from agricultural experiments,
agricultural products, dairy to handicrafts.
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Asian Manga
Series

The Gang and King Bhumibol’s
Royal Initiatives: Water Regulation
ISBN: 978-616-510-141-7
Keng and his friends arrive at Sainam Puea Cheewit
Conservation Camp, where they will learn about
King Bhumibol’s water-regulating projects, from
dams and artificial rain to a flood retention system.

The Gang and King Bhumibol’s
Royal Initiatives: Soil
Preservation and Treatment

The Gang and King Bhumibol’s
Royal Initiatives: Sufficiency
Economy

ISBN: 978-616-510-016-8

ISBN: 978-616-510-124-0

Thailand is traditionally an agricultural country.
Thai farmers rely on quality soil. Keng and his
friends will learn about soil preservation and
treatment projects initiated by King Bhumibol.

Joe leaves Bangkok for his aunt’s home in rural
Thailand, where he will discover King Bhumibol’s
Sufficiency Economy Philosophy. The villagers
follow the middle path, limit their consumption,
and reduce their footprint.

Praphansarn

Educational Comics

Series

Easy Chinese
Authors: Xu Guanghui, Porntip Boonmongkol
Language: Thai
Learn Chinese with the help of illustrated characters. Readers will enjoy lessons
inspired by everyday life, presented in an easy-to-understand format.

Easy Chinese I
ISBN: 978-974-224-739-3
A convenient and fun handbook for
beginners in Chinese, Easy Chinese I
features carefully selected words and
phrases in pinyin and simplified Chinese,
with Thai translation and transliteration.
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Easy Chinese II
ISBN: 978-616-510-027-4
An intermediate handbook for learners of Chinese,
Easy Chinese II features conversational Chinese on
topics such as greetings, directions, travel, health,
and food.

